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I take great pleasure in welcoming
Hedgeweek’s readers to the first online
publication focused on outlining the depth
and breadth of the services available in
Guernsey to promoters and managers of
hedge funds and funds of hedge funds.

The following articles, contributed by
Hedgeweek’s editorial team together with
Guernsey’s leaders in fund services, provide
an in-depth outline of the comprehensive
facilities available to hedge fund promoters,
ranging from expert legal and accounting
advice to fund administration, stock
exchange listing and telecommunications
services.

Before you digest these articles, here is a
brief reminder of the many additional
benefits of doing business in Guernsey.

Guernsey, with its population of almost
60,000, is not part of the European Union. 

Arrangements resulting from negotiations
at the time of the United Kingdom’s Treaty of
Accession to the European Community have
the important effect of retaining fiscal
independence for Guernsey. Nevertheless,
under the provisions of Protocol 3 to the
United Kingdom’s Treaty of Accession, there
is free movement of goods in trade between
the Island and the European Community.

Other community rules do not apply, and
there is no requirement for Guernsey to
adopt Community social, fiscal, commercial
or economic policies.

English speaking, with a centuries-old
tradition of political stability and good
governance, Guernsey is in the same time
zone as London and has frequent air links
both to London and to other United Kingdom
airports.

We preserve our independence in
legislative and fiscal matters, and together
with a first class legal infrastructure, we
ensure a comprehensive and sound
framework of up-to -date, workable
legislation.

Our dynamic, innovative and service-
oriented finance sector, works with an
independent Regulator to internationally
accepted standards. Banking, Investment
Management, Insurance and Fiduciary

professionals provide a global service to
corporate and personal clients worldwide.

Guernsey legal practitioners have qualified
as English barristers or solicitors, most are
additionally qualified as Advocates at the
Royal Court in Guernsey. There are local
partnership practices of the leading
international accountancy groups as well as
independent UK qualified accountants and
financial advisers. 

Guernsey has a skilled workforce, and its
finance sector professionals are qualified to
UK institutional standards both outside
Guernsey and at the island’s own financial
Training Agency. The island is home to the
Channel Islands Stock Exchange

Guernsey’s banking sector has matured
over the last 25 years into a world-class
financial services provider. The island
currently has some 55 banks licensed to do
business in servicing an international
clientele with a wide range of banking
services. Under the auspices of its regulator,
the Guernsey Financial Services Commission,
the banking sector is broadly split into two
distinct groupings - the Retail Banks (all major
UK Clearing Banks are present on the island)
together with the Guernsey subsidiaries of
UK building societies, and the International
Banks, representing institutions from a range
of countries including Switzerland, Germany,
France and the UK.

All of the above have contributed to
Guernsey evolving as a pre-eminent
jurisdiction for the provision of banking
services. Its reputation and stability are well
supported by pragmatic regulation.
Furthermore, dynamic legislation ensures
that Guernsey retains its competitive
advantage in being able to provide
progressive banking facilities and services to
its international clientele of both individuals
and corporations.

We look forward to welcoming you to
Guernsey. ■

Talmai P. Morgan
Chief Executive
Guernsey Finance

E D I T O R I A L
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If Guernsey’s hedge fund industry has a
fault, say industry practitioners, it may be an
unwillingness to blow its own trumpet. But
faced with competing jurisdictions that have
no such inhibitions and armed with a new
streamlined authorisation procedure, there
are signs that the island’s days of
bashfulness may be over.

On February 7 the Guernsey Financial
Services Commission unveiled the Qualifying
Investor Funds (QIF) regime, offering a
guaranteed three-day turnaround time for
new fund authorisations. This is achieved by
handing the task of due diligence on the
fund’s investment rationale and the fitness of
its promoter and manager to a licensed
service provider.

Industry members concur that the
importance of the QIF regime lies less in its
actual provisions than in the signal it sends
to the global hedge fund industry that
Guernsey has added pragmatism and
flexibility to its depth of professional
expertise and its acknowledged regulatory
rigour. And not before time, they argue.

Robin Fuller, head of HSBC Securities
Services on the island and chairman of the
promotional agency Guernsey Finance, says
the new regime, like Jersey’s Expert Fund
rules launched a year ago, can help to
dispel an undeserved impression that
Guernsey’s approach to the industry is rigid
and rule-bound.

“It makes an important contribution in
terms of Guernsey’s perceived
competitiveness in the funds sector, and
generally as an international financial

services centre,” he says. “In many ways,
we’ve been too defensive in the past. Now
we’re learning to promote ourselves a bit
more effectively.”

In fact, as Guernsey Finance chief
executive Talmai Morgan points out, the
industry is launching the QIF regime from a
position of strength, not weakness. Last year
the total assets of Guernsey-domiciled funds
increased by 35 per cent to £56.6bn, and the
growth in open-ended funds, the structure
adopted by most Guernsey hedge funds,
was even higher at 52 per cent. The value of
non-Guernsey funds serviced on the island
also rose by a more than respectable 16 per
cent to £17bn.

Guernsey is refocusing itself in other
ways. For example, in February the
Guernsey Fund Managers Association
renamed itself the Guernsey Investment
Funds Association, in order to reflect better
the industry’s focus on fund services rather
than portfolio management. Ironically, this
comes at a time when interest among
managers in establishing a physical
presence in Guernsey has never been
greater (see box).

According to fund data specialist Fitzrovia
International, there are some 30 fund
administrators in Guernsey, a mix of large
global players such as HSBC and Credit
Suisse and niche independent firms.
“Between 80 and 85 per cent of total assets
are concentrated among the top six to eight
administrators,” says Rob King, head of sales
at the island’s largest administrator,
Guernsey International Fund Managers.

O V E R V I E W
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Guernsey’s fund
administrators take on
regulatory challenge

By Simon Gray



GIFM is owned by Barings, which is in the
process of being acquired by Northern Trust.

Open-ended funds can be established
under Guernsey’s Protection of Investors
Law as Class A (retail), Class B (which can
be used for hedge funds but require
extensive transparency regarding investment
strategy), and Class Q (reserved for
professional and sophisticated investors, with
the main emphasis on disclosure of risk).

Fund promoters can choose between
three structures: unit trust, company or
protected cell company (PCC), an umbrella
fund-like structure favoured by funds of
hedge funds in which the assets and
liabilities of each cell or compartment are
kept legally separate. Closed-ended funds
can be established with these structures and
also as limited partnerships; they are mostly
used for property funds and structured
products.

According to Mike de Haaff, chief
executive of Close Fund Services, the
success of the PCC concept since its launch
in 1997 has contributed greatly to the growth
of the fund of hedge funds sector. At the end
of June 2004, he says, 71 funds of hedge
funds already accounted for £17.5 billion in
assets, some 62 per cent of the total for all
funds of funds.

Morgan insists that the QIF regime
complements and enhances this existing
framework rather than constituting any major
new departure. “QIFs are not a revolutionary
development at all,” he says. “We haven’t
had to change any laws. It’s an evolutionary
development in tune with the market.
Basically, all we’re doing is clarifying what to
some extent is existing practice in relation to
the turnaround of approval of schemes.”

Mark Huntley, head of business
development for Baring Financial Services
Group, which includes GIFM, acknowledges
that the island’s fund regime suffered from
an adverse image that needed to be
remedied. He says: “There was a perception,
albeit one that was probably wrong, that our
regulatory regime was more stringent, more
uncertain in terms of its impact.

“From a practitioner’s point of view, fund
promoters and more particularly their
advisers are looking for greater certainty. The
message being put out is that Guernsey is
still very much open for business. By putting

certainty on the regulatory approval
timeframe and as to who is defined as a
qualifying investor, it enables the industry to
be clear when talking with advisers and
promoters.”

King argues, however, that there is still
considerable ground to make up. He says:
“One area that is still struggling is single-
manager hedge funds. Why? Guernsey is
coming to the party late and finding that all
the drinks have run out. The Cayman-Ireland
package is still the easiest for fund
promoters, while Jersey has stolen a march
with its Expert Funds regime.

“We have an opportunity to change that
perception with the launch of the QIF regime.
What it needs is a generic jurisdictional
message that Guernsey can deliver these
services. I’m sure the QIF regime will attract
new hedge funds business to Guernsey, but

O V E R V I E W
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Guernsey’s welcoming geographical and financial environment is
starting to attract managers of hedge funds as well as
administrators and other service providers to the island. Says
Guernsey Finance chief executive Talmai Morgan: “As someone
who has lived and worked in London, I can quite understand why
asset management professionals would want to come to
Guernsey. And it’s less than an hour away from the City.”

The promotional agency has been contacted by a number of
hedge fund managers that are considering establishing a
Guernsey presence or have already done so. Most seem to shun
publicity, but Morgan says one is fund of hedge funds manager
Dexion Capital, which has already domiciled a number of funds
on the island.

Man Fund Management Guernsey, a subsidiary of the world’s
largest hedge fund management group, is responsible for
administering all Man’s Guernsey-domiciled funds and acts as
manager for some non-Guernsey funds. It is also a listing sponsor
and trading member of the Channel Islands Stock Exchange.

Another group that quietly manages hedge fund money out of
Guernsey is Collins Stewart Asset Management. Says director
Kevin Boscher: “In February 2001, we launched four funds of
hedge funds - two denominated in dollars and two in sterling - as
part of our Hirzel House Funds range, to offer our clients hedge
fund exposure.”

Boscher, who says Collins Stewart now plans to market the
funds externally on the back of a four-year track record, insists the
firm has no current plans to launch new hedge funds from
Guernsey, “ but you never know.” ■

Guernsey lures hedge fund
managers

➧ p20
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The introduction of the Qualifying Investor
Regime represents an important step for the
hedge funds sector in Guernsey and in
particular the Island’s fund administration
industry. The most important change is the
self-certification process, which transfers
responsibility for due diligence on new funds
from the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission (GFSC) to the service provider.

This is intended to speed up the
authorisation process. In return for
administrators shouldering the self-
certification responsibility, the regulator
guarantees a turnaround of authorisation
within three working days. 

This ensures the promoter has a higher
degree of transparency and understanding
about the authorisation process.

In fairness, the GFSC has always been
responsive and achieved rapid turnaround
for fund authorisations. If there has been a
delay, it has usually been because the fund
promoter hasn’t provided all the
documentation or due diligence material
required. 

This is especially an issue with new
promoters, of which there are a lot in the
alternative fund industry.

In effect, the self-certification process
transfers risk from the GFSC to the licensee.
From informal comments, the Guernsey
industry seems to be comfortable with this
transfer of risk. Obviously we carry out due
diligence on new clients anyway, and
Alternative Fund Services within HSBC has
an internal approval process that meets
regulatory requirements. The real difference
is that we are now fully accountable for due
diligence as opposed to waiting for the
regulator to sign it off.

The fund administration sector in

Guernsey is very buoyant. Since the 1980s
the type of business serviced here has
largely shifted from retail funds to institutional
and alternative vehicles, and we have built
up the expertise to service this client base.
However, we are also looking ahead to
ensure we can continue to service the
industry as new frontiers approach.

In Guernsey, as elsewhere, the
phenomenal growth of the alternative fund
industry has thrown up issues of resources.
We spend a lot of time and money on
training staff. 

The island has benefited greatly from its
Training Agency, set up in 1995 as a joint
venture between the government, regulator
and industry.

Over the past couple of years, the fund
administration industry has seen the entry of
new players, including HSBC, which acquired
Bank of Bermuda and its Global Fund
Services division, and further consolidation is
likely in the future.

With the range of international fund
administration offices now present in
Guernsey, others that currently have a
presence in Dublin or Luxembourg may
decide they need a foothold outside the EU,
where promoters are not subject to the costs
of the EU’s regulatory and compliance
burdens.

For Bank of Bermuda, the alternative fund
services industry was always a specialist
area but having the internationally
recognised name of HSBC behind the
business provides access to a more
institutional client base that is attracted by
the HSBC name. This combination of local
expertise and international reach can help to
boost the overall development of the fund
administration sector in Guernsey. ■

H S B C

A buoyant industry
looks to new frontiers

By Robin Fuller

Robin Fuller, Head of HSBC
Securities Services in
Guernsey
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The introduction of a streamlined approval
process for open- and closed-ended funds in
Guernsey sends a clear message to
promoters worldwide that the jurisdiction
provides a highly attractive and competitive
environment for hedge funds and other
vehicles aimed at professional and
institutional investors.

The Qualifying Investor Funds regime was
unveiled by the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission on February 8, following
extensive consultation with industry
professionals including representatives of the
Guernsey Investment Funds Association.

In fact Guernsey is already an attractive
jurisdiction for both the domiciliation and
servicing of funds. Last year the total assets
of funds domiciled in the island rose by 35
per cent to £56.6bn, including an inflow of
£4.5 billion in the last quarter, while the
value of funds domiciled elsewhere but
serviced in Guernsey rose 16 per cent to
£17bn.

The bulk of new fund business coming to
the island consists of funds of hedge funds
and single-manager hedge funds, as well as
private equity and property vehicles. Leading
names in the alternative investment sector
that have set up new funds in Guernsey
recently include Thames River Capital,
Dexion Capital, and FRM.

Guernsey has always been appreciated by
clients worldwide for the professionalism and
expertise of its fund sector and the strength
of its regulatory structure. 

The QIF regime now ensures that it can
also match any other jurisdiction worldwide
for speed of approval and regulatory
flexibility.

Promoters of funds aimed as professional,
experienced and knowledgeable investors
are now assured of approval of their fund
within three working days, rather than

between four and six weeks under the
previous regulatory regime.

Instead of the GFSC having to satisfy itself
on a case by case basis about the economic
rationale of a particular fund and the
appropriate disclosure of its risks, this
assurance is now provided by the fund’s
administrator.

In addition, the administrator also certifies
that the fund’s promoter is fit and proper,
instead of this determination being made by
the Commission.

This is unlikely to impose any extra
regulatory burden on administrators, since
under the existing regulations they are
already required to satisfy themselves that
promoters are fit and proper in the due
diligence process that they must conduct
when taking on new business.

However, this change may lead to
increased business from managers of hedge
funds and funds of hedge funds that have
split away from larger groups. 

In the past, such new promoters may
have faced problems in satisfying the
regulator’s fit and proper requirements
because of their lack of an independent
track record.

The significance of this acceleration of the
approval process is that in the past,
promoters who had secured their investment
and finalised the fund structure faced a
hiatus of several weeks before receiving final
approval.

Under the QIF regime, this delay will be
cut to a few days, which is of great
importance in a fast-moving hedge funds
market. 

Promoters who in the past have opted to
domicile funds in Caribbean jurisdictions
because of their faster approval process can
now find the same flexibility in a jurisdiction
just an hour away from the City of London. ■

O G I E R

A new era for 
funds in Guernsey

By Roger Le Tissier

Roger Le Tissier, Partner,
Ogier
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The market for hedge funds and fund of
hedge funds servicing is being transformed by
a number of developments, including rapid
growth in the size of the alternative investment
market, the emergence of institutional
investors as a major source of new money,
and a consolidation of the service provider
industry stemming from the level of investment
required to remain competitive.

At the same time, changes in the
regulatory framework governing alternative
investment funds have helped to bring the
Channel Islands into the forefront of the
industry, offering fund promoters and
investment managers the advantages of high
supervisory standards and an infrastructure
of top-level service providers.

Custodians and administrators
increasingly recognise that to remain
participants in this fast-growing and dynamic
industry, they must demonstrate a strong
commitment to investing in both people and
technology. The past year has seen a
significant consolidation as service providers
that prefer not to make the investment opt
instead for joint ventures with strategic
partners or exit the business altogether.

Meanwhile, alternative investments have
accounted for much of the new money
inflows into the funds sector. Industry
participants estimate that the alternative
investments sector will double in size from
some US$1 trillion of assets at present to
US$2 trillion by 2006.

The Channel Islands are already benefiting
from this vigorous growth and industry
experts believe they will increase their market
share in the future. This is partly due to the
expanded investor base for alternative
investments. While funds continue to cater for
private investors, including high net worth
individuals, family offices and trusts, much of

the industry’s growth is being driven by
institutional investors, which are allocating as
much as two per cent of their assets under
management to alternative funds.

Guernsey has seen a significant increase
in such corporate clients as pension funds,
insurance companies and central banks.
They insist on funds being domiciled in a
jurisdiction that takes regulation, compliance
and corporate governance very seriously, in
addition to partnering with the highest quality
service providers.

Technology is vital to servicing, but the
fund management industry remains a
relationship business. Leading custodians and
administrators have always listened to clients
to understand their needs, rather than trying
to guess what they want or shoehorning
them into a pre-existing service template. A
dedicated relationship manager is vital to a
one-person, one-face relationship on behalf of
the administrator, custodian or bank.

But the need for a “one-stop shop” goes
further. Fund sponsors and investment
managers can benefit from the integration of
all these services through a single interface.
Avoiding the use of separate administrators,
custodians and finance lenders assures
clients that they will receive exactly the
service and reporting they require, lowers
costs, and reduces the risk of lost efficiency
through fragmentation of services.

As one of the Channel Islands’ leading
providers, Royal Bank of Canada finds that
clients are increasingly looking for a single,
truly global multi-jurisdictional and integrated
custody, administration, banking, relationship
management and value-added service
proposition. In a fast-developing sector,
promoters need a strategic, innovative and
responsive partner to meet the changing
needs of their demanding investor base. ■

R O YA L  B A N K  O F  C A N A D A
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Commitment 
is the key
By Jose Santamaria 

Jose Santamaria, Head of
Institutional Sales and
Relationship Management,
Channel Islands, Royal Bank of
Canada, Global Private Banking 
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The new Qualifying Investor Fund (QIF)
regime is perhaps important less in its own
right – many hedge fund promoters may not
find it necessary to take advantage of a
guaranteed three-day authorisation
turnaround – than in what it says about
Guernsey as a financial centre with a
pragmatic and flexible regulatory
environment.

Guernsey offers many forms of investment
vehicle including unit trusts, limited
partnerships, companies and protected cell
companies where the assets and liabilities of
each cell/sub-fund are legally separated.

Guernsey has both closed-ended funds
set up under the Control of Borrowing
Ordinance, while three types of open-ended
fund may be set up under the Protection of
Investors Law: Class A, Class B and
Class Q.

Class A funds are roughly equivalent to
UCITS and are designed for the retail market,
while Class B and Class Q funds are hedge
fund vehicles. When Class Q was launched
by the GFSC in 1998, Guernsey became one
of the first jurisdictions in the world to set up
a qualifying investor fund structure.

The investment rules are slightly more
restrictive for Class B funds, and greater
definition of the investment strategy is
required in the prospectus. By contrast,
Class Q offers greater investment discretion,
the rules focus on disclosure of risk to the
investor, and there’s no minimum investment.

What the QIF regime does is to put a new
framework around the authorisation process
for the three classes of fund where
investment is limited to what are known as
qualifying investors.

The concept of a qualifying investor
covers the traditional professional investor
who has a business trading in the market.

But it also covers the experienced investor,
defined as someone who has carried out
transactions in derivatives, open-ended funds
or closed-ended funds over the course of the
past 12 months, and who thus understands
the risks of the investment they are making.
Anyone acting on the advice of an
investment adviser may also invest in a QIF,
as can a “knowledgeable employee”, for
example an employee of a big investment
bank who is fully aware of the risks of
securities.

However, you must have a framework in
place to ensure that in the future, only
qualifying investors enter the fund. Some
promoters may well prefer the flexibility of a
Class B scheme unless they have a
restricted group of investors to whom they
want to market in the future. The control
processes required for a QIF will constitute
an extra burden for the fund and the
administrator going forward.

For a similar reason, it may not be
possible to list QIFs on a stock exchange
because you can’t really restrict who buys
your shares.

By focusing on whether the client
understands the risks they are taking on,
Guernsey has gone a step further than other
jurisdictions that stipulate a minimum net
wealth for investors. Instead, we offer a
framework that lets the manager and
promoter define what they see as the
minimum requirement.

The new rules should encourage
institutional business in particular to come to
Guernsey, and eases concern that other
jurisdictions had stolen a march on the
island. While it’s not yet clear how much
business the QIF regime will attract, it
already underlines that Guernsey enjoys a
flexible and pragmatic environment. ■

E R N S T  &  Y O U N G

Benefits of pragmatic
regulatory approach 

By Peter Franks

Peter Franks, Partner, Ernst &
Young Guernsey
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As money flows into hedge funds and,
increasingly, funds of hedge funds, the
Channel Islands and especially Guernsey are
poised to attract a growing share of this
business, thanks to a combination of
legislative creativity and innovation, flexible
but respected regulation, and an
infrastructure of service providers with
specialist expertise.

This growth is underpinned by regulatory
regimes that encourage business
development. In Guernsey, which has just
launched its own Qualified Investor Fund
regime, the fund of hedge funds sector
continues to benefit from the island’s
innovative Protected Cell Company (PCC)
structure.

Fund managers and promoters are also
attracted to the Channel Islands by an
experienced and specialised fund
administration industry. For example, Close
Fund Services has been administering funds
of hedge funds for more than 12 years,
developing the systems, knowledge and
expertise required to handle this specialist
business.

Funds of hedge funds allow investors to
diversify among several underlying hedge
funds. They also constitute an important
source of capital to managers, especially as
the majority of hedge funds are structured as
limited partnerships with a maximum number
of investors.

Although there are now some retail funds
of hedge funds, high net worth and
experienced investors, increasingly joined by
institutions, are the predominant investors in
funds of hedge funds. This investor base is
ideally suited to the Channel Islands. 

The current strong inflow into hedge funds
of institutional money, particularly from
pension funds, reflects the fact that these

institutions need both diversification and
liquidity. Since this is not usually available
from single manager hedge funds, their
investment tends to be channelled through
funds of hedge funds.

To capitalise on this trend, it is important
for the Channel Islands to be perceived by
promoters and managers as an attractive
jurisdiction. They are helped by a history of
political stability which, combined with
conservative governance and sensible
regulations, provides a solid foundation for
sustained growth in financial services
business.

Fund of hedge fund promoters and
managers also favour jurisdictions with
regulatory flexibility, but also an
internationally respected reputation; tax
neutrality; legal, accounting and banking
infrastructure; good communications links; a
convenient location for key markets
(especially when board meetings must be
held in the jurisdiction); and the availability of
locally-based specialist service providers.

Guernsey’s market position has been
boosted by its pioneering role in the
development of PCCs, which are ideally
suited to funds of hedge funds. A PCC is a
single legal entity that builds on the concept
of the umbrella fund by preventing
“contagion” between fund classes within the
umbrella structure.

A PCC allows the assets and liabilities of
a single company to be segregated into
“cells” that are not separate legal entities, but
have their own names or designations and
distinct assets and liabilities. The versatility
of PCCs has made them the most popular
structure on the island, and has prompted
other jurisdictions to adopt the Guernsey
model, which was first introduced for
collective investment schemes in 1997. ■
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Over the past 30 years, the development of
telecommunications in Guernsey has
consistently been driven by the requirements
of the international business community.
Today, demand for real-time information and
a growing number of ways to access
information and conduct transactions means
telecommunications must deliver global
reach, performance, reliability, security and
value for money.

Access to financial markets depends on
communications systems that enable
information to be shared and transactions
with customers to be conducted
internationally. The experience of Cable &
Wireless in financial centres across the world,
from London to Hong Kong or the Cayman
Islands, helps it to understand and deliver the
requirements of financial institutions.

The fixed network in Guernsey delivers
voice, data and internet services connected
with Cable & Wireless hubs worldwide.
Businesses can take advantage of network
services, including private circuits, Internet
Protocol (IP), voice and data services.
Access off the island is provided by a
combination of fibre-optic cable connections
with the UK, France and Jersey as well as
microwave technology.

Business models help to define specific
solutions for different types of company,
whether they operate from Guernsey as a
hub for other locations or as a spur to a
head office elsewhere. However, all
companies tend to share a requirement for
real-time information to enable data
processing and management of funds.

The challenges facing the financial
services industry today demand increasingly
sophisticated solutions. Cable & Wireless
Guernsey provides managed data services
that can directly connect companies with

offices in up to 80 countries via a cost-
effective and resilient network.

Internet services in Guernsey are
connected to the Cable & Wireless global
internet backbone, offering connectivity to
over 70 countries via one of the fastest and
most extensive IP networks in the world.
Three data centres at secure locations
provide hosting and managed services.

IP technology is increasingly bringing
voice, data and video together in a
converged network. This enables businesses
to interact directly with customers, suppliers
and staff, reduce costs, and take advantage
of new IP-enabled devices such as mobile
phones. In Guernsey, mobile data technology
allows users to work remotely with secure
wireless access to e-mail, company and
customer information.

The security of data is vital because of
the threat of hackers, viruses and other
malicious attacks. Cable & Wireless offers
solutions to defeat the modern phenomenon
of distributed denial of service attacks via the
internet. Equipment in London can detect
such attacks and block illegitimate traffic,
while allowing the flow of legitimate
transactions to continue and the web site to
remain operational.

Advances in communications and in the
requirements of financial services mean that
telecoms supplied as a product add little
value. A strategic partnership that delivers real
value depends on deep industry expertise
and understanding of the challenges it faces.

In the past, the Guernsey financial
services industry has often relied on the
skills of IT managers to assess business
telecommunications needs. Increasingly, this
role must also be met by the telecoms
supplier in a collaborative relationship that
achieves corporate business objectives. ■
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Meeting tomorrow’s
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Right from the beginning, the Channel
Islands Stock Exchange (CISX) has sought
to accommodate hedge funds. In fact, the
exchange’s very first listings in October
1998 were two hedge funds from Man, and
since then we have embraced the listing of
a wide range of alternative investments,
including hedge funds and property funds.
Today we have well over two dozen funds
of hedge funds and various single-manager
hedge funds, out of a total of more than
700 listed securities, and the list keeps
growing.

The CISX offers alternative funds a
number of advantages. First and most
important, we are very open to innovation, so
even if we are presented with unusual or
complex structures, we don’t shy away from
working with the issuer to see how these
funds can fit into our existing framework.

The exchange can be very flexible with
respect to the listing rules. Although there
are always certain requirements on
disclosure of information, these are not
onerous, and there is flexibility as to what
type of international accounting standards
the issuer may want to adopt. We are also
very cost-effective.

In addition, many fund groups need to
hold regular board meetings in the fund’s
domicile jurisdiction to satisfy the conditions
of their tax status, and we offer a location
within easy reach of the City of London and
other leading European financial centres.

The other dimension that the CISX offers
is that closed-ended vehicles may be traded
with the added benefit of full CREST
settlement, and the exchange has market
makers. The ability to trade shares on the
exchange, or utilise the order book facility,
can be an answer to questions about
liquidity. This facility is something that not all
stock exchanges can offer investment funds.

The kind of corporate structures used for
listed hedge funds range from protected cell
companies to straightforward closed-ended
investment companies, while some vehicles
such as funds of hedge funds use open-
ended structures. Some listed funds are
domiciled in Caribbean jurisdictions, although
the funds of hedge funds are predominantly
Channel Islands-based.

The introduction of Jersey’s Expert Funds
regime and, more recently, Guernsey’s
Qualifying Investor Funds regime will
certainly encourage fund promoters to use
the CISX. Opportunities to encourage
different types of structure and improvements
in the ways the islands’ respective regulators
process applications can only help attract
more business to the islands.

This idea of being able to launch a vehicle
from Guernsey - or Jersey - and list them on
the CISX is much more appealing now than
it ever has been, especially as we encourage
different types of structure. However, it’s
worth remembering that nearly half of our
listings are internationally-based funds or
structures.

Apart from meeting investor expectations
that securities should be listed on a
recognised exchange, the exchange can
offer promoters distribution benefits,
depending on where they intend to market
the fund. For example, for UK investors a
CISX listing makes a closed-ended fund ISA-
able, PEP-able and SIPP-eligible. It adds
value to what otherwise might be a closed
opportunity for the investor. ■
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An exchange 
open to innovation

By Tamara Menteshvili
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Stock Exchange

“We offer a location within
easy reach of the City of
London and other leading
European financial centres”
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we won’t know for one to two years how
successful it is.”

Morgan argues that another important
signal is the fact that the regime was drawn
up as the result of a dialogue between the
industry and the regulator, in little more than
six months from start to finish. He says: “You
will be hearing more about the product of
this dialogue, relating to both funds and
other financial services. We’ve set up a
committee under senior advocate Peter
Harwood to re-examine the whole regulation
of the investment management and mutual
funds sector. They will look at what is
appropriate, taking into account industry
developments and the services we provide in
Guernsey.”

Comments Ernst & Young partner Peter
Franks: “It’s interesting that it’s now the
industry driving the development of rules and
regulations to encourage new business,
rather than the regulator. In the late 1990s
and early 2000s, after all the corporate
collapses, the regulatory burden became too
much. The industry is now seeing a move in
the opposite direction and the regulatory
environment is being relaxed to a more
realistic level.”

Franks argues that the rules on what
constitutes a qualifying investor have been
drawn up imaginatively. As well as
institutions and professional traders, they
cover experienced investors who understand
investment risks by virtue of have traded in
derivatives, securities or funds over the
previous 12 months; other investors who can
certify that they have been assisted by an
investment adviser; and “knowledgeable

employees” in the financial industry whose
understanding of complex investments
comes from their job.

However, he cautions that some
promoters may be put off the QIF regime
because of the ongoing responsibility on the
administrator to ensure that the investor
restrictions are still adhered to. “You must
have a framework in place to ensure that
going forward, you only have other qualifying
investors going into the fund,” Franks says.
“This is an extra burden for the fund and the
administrator.”

It remains to be seen how compliance
with the regime on the part of funds and
their service providers will be monitored.
Says Peter Moffat, director of investment
business at the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission (GFSC): “Because the QIF
regime will depend on a measure of self-
certification by applicants, the monitoring
process will need to expand to review the
due diligence formerly conducted by the
Commission and now to be conducted by
the local applicant.”

Moffat argues that the new regime follows
a general regulatory philosophy that favours
adequate disclosure of risks over excessive
prescription of investment policy. He says:
“We have generally tried to treat alternative
investment vehicles as far as possible in the
same way [as] any investment product.

“It is unrealistic to expect regulators
directly to oversee the day-to-day operations
of all the funds on their patch. What we try
to do is ensure that fund structures
themselves have effective oversight built into
them. In the open-ended sector, we have
always regarded the custodian as having an
important role in oversight.

“If a hedge fund does not have a
custodian, and the prime broker does not
provide oversight, other solutions need to be
found. We have not been prescriptive about
this – what we need to see is that oversight
arrangements work in a practical sense. We
will take action if those requirements are not
met, or cease to work in practice.”

Transferring the burden of due diligence
to administrators does not necessarily
mean any diminution in the regulator’s
workload, Moffat says: “It simply shifts it
from the authorisation teams to the
monitoring teams. One benefit of our
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structure, with one Commission division
responsible for authorisation, monitoring,
and remedial action where necessary, is
that we continue to build up expertise in
the relevant areas.”

Moffat and his colleagues at the GFSC
have already demonstrated their pragmatism
in waiving for hedge funds a requirement
that funds must have a Guernsey custodian.
He says: “If our rules create unnecessary
hindrances, or if they do not deliver useful
protection, we will change them. What we
did last year was driven by our experience
of practical problems faced by the hedge
fund community. What we aim to do is make
the regime as light as possible while
ensuring it is effective.”

In some respects, the role of the
administrator will not change under the QIF
regime. Huntley says: “As a provider, you
still have to do your own due diligence, as
you would do in the ordinary course of
events. We would never go to a regulator
with a promoter we were uncomfortable
with. We are also part of a close-knit
community, so it’s not in our interests to let
the jurisdiction down, either. There will be
strong peer pressure to maintain the
standards that have been among
Guernsey’s strengths.”

He adds: “We will have to demonstrate
more clearly that we have a paper trail in
terms of the due diligence we have done on
the underlying promoter. We will also have to
be much more involved in determining and
agreeing the investor base. If we don’t
understand what it is, we can’t do the
investor relations side of the business. It’s
just a logical extension of where we’re going,
but it engages the service provider in a
much more active role.”

Based on an island with a relatively small
population and little space to increase it,
Guernsey’s fund administration industry has
benefited from the flexibility of the regulator
and the ability to delegate some functions to
other jurisdictions. But in general companies
look to higher productivity, derived both from
investment in systems and better use of
human resources, to handle increased
volumes of business.

Morgan cites Guernsey’s Training Agency,
a joint venture between government and
industry that has helped the financial sector

to boost skills at an acceptable cost. He
says: “One of our comparative advantages is
that our workforce is ever better trained and
professionally qualified, certainly more
skilled, and allied with better and better
systems, giving rise to greater and greater
productivity.”

Huntley argues that training is particularly
important because of the type of funds
administered in Guernsey: “They are at the
cerebral end of the business, so you need
people who can understand complex fund
structures. Issues such as carried interest
fee calculations and performance fee
calculations are not something you can
handle without experience and training.

“You can apply systems very effectively to
maintain a static workforce in terms of
headcount, but productivity per person has
gone up materially through the effective use
of systems and people knowing what they’re
doing. I look at stuff that used to take us
two days, and it now takes two hours. And
capacity remains, even though the industry
has been absorbing new business
throughout last year. Guernsey remains
open for business because of that
scalability.”

Franks adds: “As systems are improving
around the world to run all these funds, the
man-hours required is being reduced, there’s
more capacity to take on new business.
Guernsey had 30 per cent growth in assets
under administration last year – with an
improvement in technology, they can take on
a lot more than that.”

Industry members are divided as to
whether the arrival of HSBC and Northern
Trust signals that the administration sector is
moving into the hands of global giants. Says
Fuller: “There has been consolidation in the
fund administration industry over the past
couple of years, and I’m sure that many if
not all of the independents will disappear
into larger parents.”

However, director Kevin Boscher of Collins
Stewart believes there will still be a place for
the independents. He says: “Our experience
of using fund administrators – and we deal
with a lot – is that just because a firm is a
big global player, that doesn’t mean it is
necessarily more efficient. I’m not sure that
everyone wants their funds administered by
big global organisations.” ■
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